We study convergence behavior of some sequences and series related to a given orthogonal series. Following the developed technique we define (in terms of fourth mixed moments only) a class of orthonormal func-
As is well known, conditions ¿J/>i #,-(1%') = oo, J2¡>\ P¡ < °° imply that there exists an orthonormal system {X,},^ such that the series ¿~2i>lp¡Xi diverges on the set of positive measure. Hence the only way to assure almost everywhere convergence of the series J2l>lpjXi, and weaken the condition X),>! p](ln2 i) < oo, is to impose additional conditions on the system {X¡}¡>i .
There are known systems (e.g. independent, Haar, or trigonometric) for which the condition J2¡>i P¡ < °° is equivalent to almost everywhere convergence of the series J2l>]P~x¡.
We define a class of orthonormal systems {^,}/>1 that a.e. convergence of the series J2i>\P¡X¡ takes place under much weaker condition than E;>i-",(ln2z) <oo. More precisely our result is as follows: We use probabilistic terminology throughout the paper. Let (Q, &, P) be the underlying probability space. (£(•) denotes integral with respect to P, a.s. means almost surely that is almost everywhere with respect to P, functions are called random variables and so on.) Denote L2 = L2(Q.,3r,P).
Let {Xj}i>{, X¡ G L2 be a se-quence of standardized uncorrelated random variables. Let us denote H = span(Xn+1, ... , Xm), 0 < n < m < oo, and suppose that the system {Xi}l>1 satisfies the following two conditions: (S) 3C>0V«gN, U eH0 n,Z eHn >oo: EU2Z2 < CEU2EZ2 ;
(O) Vn>k>lZsH0k,T€Hkn,UeH0n,WeHnoo, EW2 < oo: EZTUW = 0. Remark 1. It is easy to notice that if only system {X}f>, satisfies:
(a) Vi, j,k,IeN, i¿j¿k¿ i, EXiXjXkXl = 0," (b) 3C V/ ^ ; , £*,2^2 < CEXJEX2, then it satisfies conditions (S) and (O).
An orthonormal system satisfying (S) and (O) is called pseudo-square orthogonal (PSO system); (it is not exactly square orthogonal). Our main result follows: Theorem 1. Let {X¡}¡>1 be any PSO system. The orthogonal series ^i>xpiXi converges a.s. if only 3k G N X^>ii",(m 0 < °°. Numbers ior'i, i,j = 1,2,... are defined above.
Remark 2. Notice that (i) every system of independent, standardized random variables is PSO; (ii) a system of standardized, belonging to L^ , martingale differences is PSO; (iii) one needs not to assume that E\X¡\m is finite for every i > 1 and m > 2 ; (iv) condition (a) of Remark 1 implies that the system satisfies condition (O) while both conditions (a) and (b) together imply conditions (S) and (O). On the other hand, condition (S) is obviously less restrictive. It has to be underlined that the proof of Theorem 1 is relatively simple and is based entirely on the Rademacher-Menshov theorem and on the refined tricks from papers [4, 5] . The properties of Riesz summation procedure were developed in those papers (although the terminology and the purpose of those papers were different).
This paper consists of three parts. In §1 we present a collection of properties of Riesz summation procedure and based on them, properties of orthogonal series (without assuming that the underlying system of orthonormal functions is PSO).
In §11 we prove further properties of Riesz summation procedure and its application to the orthogonal series under additional assumption that the orthonormal systems considered are PSO. We also prove Theorem 1.
In §111 we present applications of Theorem 1 to the laws of large numbers, possible extensions, concluding remarks, and open questions.
I. Auxiliary properties of Riesz summation procedure Let {X¡}i>l be a sequence of standardized, uncorrelated random variables (sequence of SURV) and let X),->o P¡^í+i De tne orthogonal series under conFor convenience and simplicity, we use the same notation as in [4] . It does not change convergence properties of the considered series in any way. Further let {«fc}yt>1 be a sequence of indexes defined by the following relationship: (1) 53 ^; = 0(1)2 k>0. On the other hand, notice that we do not need the condition that X" /X" < _ "k+i "k r < oc, k > 1. It was used in [1] to prove that supn +1<i<" IS",--Sn | -► 0 a.s. In fact as it follows from estimation (3) only E"*+i ",■ = 0{\), k > 1 is necessary.
Remark 5. Note that due to assertion (1) we have the following observation: {Sn}n>0 is absolutely Riesz summable with respect to the sequence {ia} (or using more common notation \R,J2"=o^i' ^D iff the series Eíxj1'/!^/! converges a.s. Thus, for example, a great part of [3] could be substantially simplified. Ylb^T./Ylb: -► 0 a.s., and consequently that (S" -> S a.s. iff
Proof of Lemma 1. Assertions (1), (3), (4), and (7) almost immediately follow the following:
Numerical Lemma. Let {^,}/>0 be a sequence of reals satisfying condition (N). Let {a(.} = {ut}, while letting {y,}(>1 be any sequence of reals. Further let us denote
Then (a) sn = sn , n > 0. 2 2 2 (b) Suppose additionally that E,>oz/i ^i+i < °°' E/xj^/G7,) < oo, then (ba) íj" = E"=o «/(*< -?«)2/ E"=o «, = ELo aAl E"=o a, -(^)2 ^Z¡T
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Moreover, we have E,>o v¡v¡ < oc, (bb) EÖ *&t)ll EÖ K t¿* °; and (be) yn ^ > 0 iff the series £¿0lW'/+i converges.
Proof of the numerical lemma. The proof of this lemma is elementary. It is based on the recursive equations satisfied by the sequences {7;}, {sj, and {vn} and on the applications of Theorem 4 of [4] . In order to prove assertion (2) of Lemma 1 let us notice that (2) Ttt+l = (i-un)Tn + ßttXn+l, n>l.
Now we take squares of both sides, then the expectation and finally we apply Theorem 4 of [4] .
To prove assertion (5) oo . An easy calculation together with the definitions of the sequences {nk} and {b¡} , proves that this condition is satisfied. Assertion (6) follows the identity Sn -Tn = E^ö ví^i ano-*he following estimation:
Here we used assertion (2) For the proof apply Lemma 1 with v{ = \p¡\/{l + sup(>1 |^(.|), i > I . More precisely first apply assertions (7) and (5) to prove that T -► 0 a.s. and " n-»oo then apply assertion (8).
II. Further properties of the orthogonal series UNDER ASSUMPTIONS (S) AND (O)
The following two properties of S-and PSO-systems are true.
Lemma 2. Suppose the sytem {Xi}i>l satisfies condition (S). Then Vk e N S"-► 5" a.s. iff S, k,-> S a.s. for some 5eL.
" n-»oo V" ) n-»oo z Lemma 3. Let {Xi}i>l be a PSO system and suppose that sup(>1 \/if\ In i < oc.
Then VA: g N S" -► S a.s. iff &,(*>, , -► S a.s., where 2{l)(n) = 2", " m-»oo L \n) n-»oo n>0, 2{k\n) = 22{k~'){n), k>2,n>0.
Since not only assertions but also some ideas of the proofs of these lemmas are used in the proof of Theorem 1, we present proofs of the lemmas first.
The ideas of the proofs of these lemmas are very similar. First notice that if In the case of Lemma 3 it is exceptionally simple, since we apply the Rademacher-Menshov theorem to the series Hi>oP,TlXi+x . This can be done since this series is orthogonal {{Xi}i>x is a PSO-system). Hence to prove that T"-► 0 a.s. it is enough to show that E,>i P¡ m iET¡ < oo.
We have, however, E,>ij", m iFTi = 0(1) 2j/>i vfi^i < °° by assertion (2) of Lemma 1.
To prove that T" -► 0 a.s. under assumptions of Lemma 2, let us n n-*oo consider the following sequence:
where {b¡} = {v¡}. We consider a recursive form of the sequences {Zn} and {T -2Zn} to deduce by Theorem 4 of [4] that 2Z" -T2-> 0 a.s. We have further: Hence J2k>i 1/ln «fc < oo or equivalently 1/ln nk = o(l/k) since sequence {nk} is increasing. Thus nk>o{l) [2 ] . Now notice that we can define new orthogonal series ^Zk>0 p'k^k+\ > where
Moreover if the orthogonal system {Xt} satisfies condition (S) then the system {X'j} also satisfies condition (S). Similarly if the system {X¡} was PSO then the system {X^} is also PSO. Thus we can apply previous considerations to the series T^^n p'uX'.,. and deduce that S"-> S a.s. iff S" -► 5
L^k>0^k k+\ n "^^ n"k k^oc a.s. In particular S" -► 5 a.s. iff S, 2,2 -» S1 a.s. under assumptions
of Lemma 2, and S" -> S a.s. iff Si -» S a.s. iff Sr -► S a.s. (v/i2 = n) under assumptions of Lemma 3 for some S G L2. Now we can redefine orthogonal series once more and repeat finite number of times arguments already used. This concludes the proofs of Lemmas 2, 3. G 2 2 Proof of Theorem 1. If E;>i P¡ (m2 0 < °° > tnen by the Rademacher-Menshov theorem there is nothing to prove. Thus let us consider the opposite case.
(Here and below In/ = In,/, In In i = ln2(ln2/) and so on.) First notice that because of our assumption, there exists a sequence of indexes of the form {2( (n)} n > 0 such that the sequence {S2(k>(n)} n > 0 is convergent a.s. Thus if only sup(>1 |/í¿|ln/ < oo we can apply Lemma 3 and immediately get the desired assertion. Hence let us consider the opposite case. Again it follows from the assumptions that the given orthogonal series can be split into a finite sum of orthogonal series in the following way: Zf 'E) = ( ¿ x) /y/n ln(n) ■ ■ ■ ln{k-l\n)(ln{h)(n))l+e, keN, e G R+. (3), (4), (7) of Lemma 1 and in the proof of Lemma 2, we used orthogonality of the system {X¡} only to show that E,>i vjT2 < oo a.s., that is, to prove assertion (2) of Lemma 1. However, if this assertion was assume to be true (that is, E,>i vi^i < °°) > then we could use assertions (1), (3), (4), (7) (of Lemma 1).
Hence in particular, if {^,-}(>1 were standardized (not necessarily uncorrelated) random variables, then according to [4] however, that the system {Xi}j>l additionally satisfies condition (S), then it would follow from Lemma 2 applied with /j. = l/(i + 1), /' > 0 (in fact from the proof of Lemma 2), that condition E«>i MJn < oo guarantees that 2°. Almost sure convergence. One might be tempted to think that a PSO orthogonal series converges almost everywhere if only it converges in L2. We do not know if this conjecture is true. We give two remarks concerning this question. One in favor of this conjecture and one that suggests it is not true. To prove these statements we apply Lemma 2 in the first case and Lemma 3 in the second case.
Moreover it follows from these constructions that the numbers of the "condensing" elements, i.e. the number of elements of the sequence {Sn } that lie between the elements of the sequence {Sm } is large. For example in the first case there are more than /' elements that lie between Sm and Sm , while in the second case we have more than 2J such elements.
